Revised analysis of Σ beam asymmetry for η photoproduction off the free proton from GRAAL is presented. New analysis reveals a narrow structure near W ∼ 1.685 GeV. We describe this structure by the contribution of a narrow resonance with quantum numbers P 11 , or P 13 , or D 13 . Being considered together with the recent observations of a bump-like structure at W ∼ 1.68 GeV in the quasi-free η photoproduction off the neutron, this result provides an evidence for a narrow (Γ ≤ 25 MeV) N * (1685) resonance. Properties of this possible new nucleon state, namely the mass, the narrow width, and the much stronger photocoupling to the neutron, are similar to those predicted for the non-strange member of anti-decouplet of exotic baryons.
Introduction
η photoproduction off the nucleon is a unique tool to explore nucleon states with isospin 1/2. Experimental studies of η photoproduction off the proton [1, 2, 3, 4] resulted in rich information about low-lying nucleon excitations. Experiments on η photoproduction off the quasi-free neutron (bound in 2 H, 3 He, and 4 He) until recently were limited to low photon energies E γ ≤ 820 MeV [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . They made it possible to determine the isospin structure of the S 11 (1535) resonance [10] . At higher energies the rapid rise of the neutron to proton cross section ratio near (1) E γ ≈ 1 GeV was observed at GRAAL [11] . Further measurements at this facility [12, 13] revealed an interesting phenomenon, a bump-like structure in the neutron cross section ( Fig. 1 ) near E γ ∼ 1.03 GeV (the invariant energy W ∼ 1.68 GeV). This observation has been recently confirmed by two other groups: CBELSA/TAPS [14] and LNS-Sendai [15] . All three experiments found a bump in the quasi-free cross-section off the neutron 1 . The width of the bump is close to that expected for a signal of a narrow resonance smeared by Fermi motion of the target neutron. In addition, the GRAAL and CBELSA/TAPS groups observed a narrow peak in the ηn invariant mass spectrum at 1680 − 1685 MeV. The positions of the peaks are ∼ 1680 MeV at GRAAL data (low right panel of Fig. 1 ) and ∼ 1683 MeV at CBELSA/TAPS (Fig. 2) . The widths of the peaks (40 MeV in the GRAAL data and 60 ± 20 MeV in the CBELSA/TAPS data) are close to the instrumental resolutions. Such strong peak structure was not observed in the η photoproduction off the proton [1] . The anomalous behaviour of the quasi-free neutron cross-section and the narrow peak the ηn invariant mass spectrum calls for a theoretical explanation. A partial-wave analysis of the quasi-free neutron cross-section is rather complicate because the target neutron is bound in the deuteron. That is why the search for this narrow structure (possibly strongly suppressed) in the η photoproduction off the free proton is important. In the present paper we revise the GRAAL data on Σ beam asymmetry for η photoproduction off the free proton. Our goal is to look for peculiarities near W ∼ 1.68 GeV in the dependence of the beam asymmetry on the photon energy.
A simple and concise explanation of the "neutron anomaly" and the peak in the ηn invariant mass is the existence of a narrow nucleon resonance with much stronger photocoupling to the neutron than to the proton. Actually, such option was suggested prior the observation of the " neutron anomaly" [23, 26, 27] . Therefore, before the discussion of experimental data, in the section 2 we provide details on logic and history of this prediction. Then, in the section 3, we discuss the current state-of-art in η photoproduction off neutron. In the section 4 we present the revised analysis of the free-proton Σ beam asymmetry for the η photoproduction from GRAAL. In the section 5 our main results and concluisons are summarized.
On predictions of non-strange pentaquark
If the exotic S = +1 pentaquark Θ + would exist, this would imply the existence of a new-type (beyond octet, decouplet and singlet) flavour multiplet of baryons. The simplest possibility that is realized in the Chiral Quark Soliton model (χQSM) [16] , is the anti-decouplet of baryons. The anti-decouplet contains ten baryons. Three of them are explicitly exotic (i.e. their quantum numbers can not be build out of three quarks only). The other seven baryons have non-exotic quantum numbers. The non-strange members of the anti-decouplet are two nucleon states (two isospin partners): the neutral state (n * ) and the positively charge one (p * ). In the χQSM the spin-parity quantum numbers of the anti-decouplet members are unambiguously predicted to be J P = 1 2 + [16] , so that the N * from the anti-decouplet was predicted to be a P 11 nucleon resonance. The idea of the authors of Ref. [16] was to identify the N * from anti-decouplet with the known P 11 (1710) resonance. The choice has been made because of the following reasons:
• Dynamical calculations in the χQSM gave the mass of N * in the range of 1650 ÷ 1750 MeV.
• At the time Particle Data Group [17] reported the partial decay branchings of P 11 (1710) consistent with the pattern predicted for the decays of anti-decouplet: strong coupling to ηN, KΛ and π∆ channels with suppression of πN decay mode.
• In 1997 the total width of P 11 was very uncertain and could accommodate the narrow width of ≤ 40 MeV predicted by Ref. [16] for the N * from anti-decouplet.
The last point concerns the total width. It was not easy for the authors of Ref. [16] to adopt that so small width of ≤ 40 MeV was barely compatible with the data. The authors thought about existence of a new nucleon resonance in this mass region, therefore they quoted the result of the Zagreb group: However, it should be mentioned that a recent analysis [18] suggests that there might be two nucleon resonances in the region of ∼ 1700 MeV: one coupled stronger to pions and another to the η meson. On other hands, at that time it was hard to believe that intensive studies of baryon spectroscopy for many years could miss a relatively light and narrow Γ ≤ 40 MeV nucleon resonance. First reports [20, 21] on the observation of the exotic Θ + pentaquark (begining of 2003) with the mass close to predicted in χQSM [16, 22] rose anew questions about the non-strange member of the anti-decouplet. It was suggested in Ref. [23] that photoproduction of mesons off the neutron can be used as a benchmark to reveal the anti-decouplet nature of a nucleon resonance. The transition γp → p * of the N * from the anti-decouplet should be strongly suppressed relatively the to the γn → n * . This suppression is proportional to SU fl (3) symmetry breaking and can be as large as 1/10 in scattering amplitudes. The same paper [23] suggested to probe the anti-decouplet nature of a nucleon resonance by using γn → ηn and γn → KΛ reactions. Predictions of Ref. [23] stimulated one of us (V. K.) to push forward the study the η photoproduction off the neutron at GRAAL. In 2004 these efforts had led to the observation of the "neutron anomaly" [12] . This finding was firstly taken sceptically by a part of the (former) GRAAL Collaboration (see, for example, [24] ). Nevertheless, after numerous checks, the result has been published [13] . Now it is confirmed by the CBELSA/TAPS [14] and LNS-Sendai [15] collaborations. The discussion on the "neutron anomaly" is given in the next section.
By autumn of 2003 reports on the observation of the exotic Θ + baryon were piling up. At that time it had became clear that if Θ + exists, it is very narrow. Most of these evaluations were obtained from the re-analysis of KN scattering data [25] . Here we skip the discussion of details. An important point is that the tentative Θ + should be very narrow, having the width in the (sub)MeV range. Obviously, so small Γ Θ + is in contrast with the width ∼ 100 MeV ascribed [19] to the P 11 (1710) resonance. Consequently the existence of a new nucleon resonance with the mass near ∼ 1700 MeV was suggested in Refs. [26, 27] . The authors of Ref. [26] used the Gell-MannOkubo mass relations in the presence of mixing, in order to predict the mass of this new nucleon resonance. As an input for the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula the authors of Ref. [26] used the mass of the reported by the NA49 collaboration [28] Ξ −− baryon. In Ref. [27] , in order to constrain the mass of this possible new narrow N * , the modified PWA of πN scattering data was employed. It was found that the easiest way to accommodate a narrow N * is to set its mass around 1680 MeV and quantum numbers to P 11 (J P = 1 2 + ). In the same paper the width of the possible N * was analysed in the framework of χQSM. It was found that the width of new N * is in range of tens of MeV 2 (most probably below 30 MeV if one combines the model analysis with modified PWA). Extensive studies of the decay widths of anti-decouplet baryons in the framework of χQSM were performed in Refs. [29, 30, 31] . It was shown that the SU fl (3) symmetry breaking effects contribute considerably to the partial widths of the non-strange member of the anti-decouplet. In particular, they suppress the partial decay N * → πN whereas provide a small contribution to the ηN and KΛ decay modes. The phenomenological analysis of baryon spectrum in the framework of broken flavour SU fl (3) of Refs. [32] suggests that the width of non-strange member of the anti-decouplet is below of 50 MeV.
Recent different χQCM calculations [33, 34, 35] of the anti-decouplet widths have shown that the width of Θ + is in (sub)MeV region and the width of the non-strange partner N * is in the range 15 − 20 MeV. Detailed discussion of the narrow widths of pentaquarks in the χQSM is available in 2 The analysis is rather uncertain due to large uncertainty in the mixing angle of N * with ground state nucleon Ref. [36] .
η Photoproduction off the neutron
The study of the quasi-free γn → ηn reaction at GRAAL [12, 13] (Fig. 1) , CBELSA/TAPS [14] (Fig. 2) , and LNS-Tohoku [15] facilities provided an evidence for a relatively narrow structure at invariant energy W ∼ 1.68 GeV. The structure has been observed as a bump in the quasi-free cross section and in the ηn invariant mass spectrum. The width of the bump in the quasi-free cross section was found to be close to that expected due to smearing by Fermi motion of the target neutron bound in the deuteron. A narrow resonance, which would manifest as a peak in the cross section off the free neutron, would appear in the quasi-free cross section as a bump of about 50 MeV width [13] (Fig. 1) . The simulated signal of such resonance (folded with momentum distribution of bound neutron) with the mass M ∼ 1.68 GeV and the width Γ = 10 MeV is shown in Fig. 1 . The cross section is well fitted by the sum of a background and the contribution of this resonance.
The ηn invariant mass is almost unaffected by Fermi motion. The narrow peak in the ηn invariant spectrum mass cannot originate from rescattering effects. The widths of the peaks in the M (ηn) spectra (40 MeV at GRAAL [13] and 60 MeV at CBELSA/TAPS [14] ) are nearly equal to the instrumental resolutions.
Such bump is not seen in η photoproduction off the proton. The cross section off the proton exhibits only a minor peculiarity in this mass region [1] . Therefore the bump in η photoproduction off the neutron may signal a nucleon resonance with unusual properties: the mass M ∼ 1.68 GeV, the narrow width, and the much stronger photocoupling to the neutron than to the proton.
On the base of the data from Refs. [12, 13] , the photocoupling of the tentative N * was estimated in Ref. [50] as Br ηN A n 1/2 ∼ 15·10 −3 GeV −1/23 . This value is in good agreement with χQCM calculations [49] . The influence of a narrow resonance on various observable was investigated in Ref. [37] . It was shown that the inclusion of a narrow resonance could describe the experimental data. However, important effects of Fermi motion of the target neutron were ignored in this publication. The inclusion of such resonance into the Reggeized version of an isobar model for η photoproduction η-MAID [38] generates a narrow peak in the cross section off the free neutron. This peak is transformed into a wider bump similar to experimental observation, if the Fermi motion is taken into account [39] .
The standard η-Maid isobar model [42] provides an enhancement in the neutron cross section over the proton one for E γ ≥ 1 GeV due to the con-tribution of D 15 (1675) resonance. This resonance has stronger coupling to the neutron than to proton. However it is ∼ 150 MeV wide. The contribution of the D 15 (1675) cannot explain the narrow bump in the ηn invariant mass spectrum. Moreover, the standard η-Maid [42] isobar model uses the branching ratio for the decay D 15 (1675) → ηN of 0.17. This value is in the sharp contrast with the PDG value of Br ηN = 0.00 ± 0.01. Also so large branching ratio contradicts the SU fl (3) analysis of the baryon decays in Ref. [32] which limits this branching to the range 0.02-0.03.
Alternative explanations of the "neutron anomaly" was suggested in Ref. [40, 41] . The authors demonstrated that the bump in the γn → ηn cross section could be explained in terms of photoexcitation and interference of the known S 11 (1650) and P 11 (1710) (or S 11 (1535) and S 11 (1650)) resonances. However, the authors did not discuss how to explain the narrow bump in ηn mass spectrum in the GRAAL [13] and the CBELSA/TAPS [14] data. Anyway, the generation of a narrow bump in the γn → ηn cross section due to the interference of known resonances requires a fine tuning of the neutron photocouplings of these resonances, without changing the proton ones. This implies that the models [40, 41] predict no any narrow structure in observables in the proton channel. On contrary, the narrow N * would produce a narrow structure in observables off the proton, even if its photoexcitation off the proton is suppressed due to the SU fl (3) symmetry breaking effects. This is a benchmark test for these models.
Any decisive conclusion about the nature of the anomalous behavior of the neutron cross section requires a complete partial-wave analysis. This procedure is sophisticated: model calculations are usually performed for the free neutron while measured quasi-free observables are smeared by Fermi motion. The significant influence of Fermi motion on differential cross sections is shown in Ref. [39] . Moreover, the quasi-free cross section is distorted by re-scattering and final-state interaction (FSI). Those events which originate from re-scattering and FSI, are in part eliminated in data analysis. Accordingly the measured quasi-free cross section might be smaller than the calculated cross section off the free neutron smeared by Fermi motion.
In this sense free-proton data are much more attractive. If photoexcitation of a nucleon resonance occurs on the neutron its isospin partner should be produced in the proton channel as well. However a strong suppression in the proton channel is possible. For example, the exact SU fl (3) would forbid the photoexcitation of the non-strange pentaquark from the anti-decouplet off the proton. Accounting for the SU fl (3) violation leads to the cross section of its photoproduction off the proton 10-50 times smaller (but not 0) than that off the neutron [23, 49] .
η
while other multipoles contribute through the interference with E + 0 or between themselves. A narrow weakly-photoexcited state with the mass below 1.7 GeV would appear in the cross section as a small peak/dip structure on the slope of the dominating S 11 (1535) resonance. In experiment this structure would be in addition smeared by the resolution of a tagging system (for example, the resolution of the tagging system at GRAAL is 16 MeV FWHM), and might be masked due to inappropriate binning.
Polarization observable -the polarized photon beam asymmetry Σ is much less affected by the S 11 (1535) resonance. This observable is the measure of azimuthal anisotropy of a reaction yield relatively the linear polarization of the incoming photon. In terms of L ≤ 1 multipoles the expression for the beam asymmetry does not include the multipole E + 0 :
This observable is mostly governed by the multipoles others than E + 0 and therefore is much more sensitive to signals of non-dominant resonances than the cross section. The possible weak signal of N * could be amplified in beam-asymmetry data due to the interference between multipoles. For η photoproduction off the proton the beam asymmetry Σ was measured at the GRAAL facility 4 . First results [2] covered the energy range from threshold to 1.05 GeV. Two statistically-independent and consistent sets of data points were reported (Fig. 3) . These data sets were produced using two different samples of events: i) Events in which two photons from η → 2γ decays were detected in the BGO Ball [44] .
ii) Events in which one of the photons emitted at the angles θ lab ≤ 25 • was detected in the forward shower wall [45] , and the other in the BGO ball. Published data for Σ beam asymmetry for η photoproduction off the free proton. Open triangles and squares are from [2] : squares correspond to the detection of two photons from η → 2γ decays in the BGO ball; triangles are obtained detecting one photon in the forward shower wall and the second in the BGO ball. Black circles are the data from [3] . Open circles are from [48] . Stars are the results from [4] .
The second type of events was found to be particularly efficient at forward angles and energies above 0.9 GeV. The contamination of such events at the angles below 50 • reaches 80%. The results shown a marked peaking at forward angles and E γ ∼ 1.05 GeV (see Fig. 3 ).
An extension to higher energies up to 1.5 GeV was reported in [3] . Two samples of events were merged and analyzed together. This made it possible to reduce significantly error bars at forward angles and to retrieve a maximum in the angular dependence at 50 • and E γ ∼ 1.05 GeV (Fig. 3) A new measurement was done at CBELSA/TAPS [4] using the different technique of the photon-beam polarization, the coherent bremsstrahlung from a diamond radiator. The results are in a good agreement with [2, 3] but exhibit slightly larger error bars (see Fig. 3 ).
Very recently a new data obtained at the GRAAL facility, was published in Ref. [48] . The data set is based on the full statistics collected at GRAAL. The results are quite similar to those presented in Ref. [3] (Fig. 3) , but, despite the triple increase of statistics, are less accurate at forward angles.
The reason is that the described above second type of events was excluded from the data analysis without any explanation of the motivation.
In the previous publications [2, 3, 4] the main focus was done on the angular dependencies of the beam asymmetry. Data points were produced using relatively narrow angular bins but nearly 60 MeV wide energy bins. Such wide energy bins do not allow to reveal any narrow peculiarities in the energy dependence of the beam asymmetry.
An ultimate goal of this work is to produce beam asymmetry data using narrow bins in energy, in order to reveal in detail the dependence of the beam asymmetry on the photon energy in the region of E γ = 0.85 − 1.15 GeV (or W = 1.55 − 1.75 GeV) and to search for a signal of a narrow resonance.
In this paper we present the revised analysis of data collected at the GRAAL facility in 1998 -1999. Only two experimental runs are used in the analysis, in order to avoid additional (up to ±8 MeV) uncertainties in the determination of the photon energy due to the different adjustments and calibrations of the GRAAL tagging system in the different run periods.
The data collection was carried out as a sequence of alternate measurements with two orthogonal linear polarization states of a photon beam produced through the backscattering of laser light off 6.04 GeV electrons circulating in the storage ring of European Synchrotron Radiation Facility. The degree of polarization was dependent on photon energy and varied from 0.5 to 0.85 in the energy range of E γ = 0.85 − 1.15 GeV.
The procedure of selection of events is similar to that used in [2, 3] . Two types of described above events are considered. The first type of events is identified by means of the invariant mass of two photons from η → 2γ detected in the BGO ball. The momentum of the η meson is reconstructed from photon energies and angles. The measured parameters of the recoil proton are compared with ones calculated using kinematics constrains. Those events in which one of the photons is detected in the forward shower wall [45] , are analyzed in a different way: the initial selection is done using the missing mass calculated from the energy of the incoming photon and the measured momentum of the recoil proton.
After that a kinematical fit is applied for both types of events. The center-of-mass angles of η and the φ-angles of the reaction plane are determined by a χ 2 minimization procedure comparing the calculated energies and angles in the laboratory system with the measured ones and their estimated errors. This procedure provides the most accurate determination the reaction θ and φ angles and allows to reduce the influence of the detector granularity. For the second type of events, it also allows the determination the energy of the photon detected in the forward wall. After that the events are selected using kinematics constraints and the value of χ 2 . At the final stage both samples of events are merged and used together to extract beam Fig. 4 . Beam asymmetry Σ for the η photoproduction off the free proton obtained here with narrow energy bins (black circles). Open squares are previous data from Ref. [3] . Open circles are the data from Ref. [48] . Stars are our results at 116
• obtained using the same angular binning as in Ref. [48] .
asymmetries.
The results are shown in Fig. 4 by filled circles. They are consistent with the previous data from Ref. [3] . New data points are obtained using narrow energy bins ∆E γ ∼ 16 MeV. Angular bins are chosen to be rather wide, about 20 − 40 • , to gain statistics and hence reduce error bars. At forward angles θ cm = 43 • and E γ = 1.04 GeV data points form a sharp peak with the asymmetry in its maximum reaching values as large as 0.94. The peak becomes less pronounced but clear at 65 • . It is replaced by an oscillating structure at 85 • and at 105 • . At more backward angles the values of asymmetry above 1.05 GeV drop down almost to 0 (Fig. 3) while statistical errors grow up. The peak at forward angles and the oscillating structure at central angles altogether form an interference pattern which may signal a narrow nucleon resonance.
It is worth to noting that the authors of Ref. [48] found "... no evidence for a narrow P 11 (1670) state..." in the beam asymmetry data. In Fig. 4 our data and the data from Ref. [48] are plotted together. Both data sets are consistent. Furthermore, at forward angles (43 • ) the data sets are nearly statistically independent. As it was explained above, our results at forward angles are dominated by the events in which one of the photons from the η → 2γ decay is detected in the forward wall. Such events are not used in Ref. [48] . Their results are based on only events in which both photons are detected in the BGO ball. Nevertheless both data sets exhibit a sharp peak-like structure. The major difference is that we observe the oscillating structure at 103 • . The authors of Ref. [48] show the data at 116 • where they do not observe any structure. However no reliable data can be produced in this (116 • ) angular bin. At the photon energy 1.05 GeV recoil protons are emitted into a gap between the forward and the central part of the GRAAL detector where they cannot be properly detected. The statistics for this particular angular bin drops considerably due to the low acceptance of the detector. This drop of statistics is clearly reflected in our large error bars for the 116 • angular bin (see low left panel of Fig. 4) . It is surprising that the authors of Ref. [48] have been able to obtain so small errors in this bin. It would be helpful if the authors of Ref. [48] would present their results at the angles near 100 • as well.
To examine the assumption of a narrow resonance, we employ the multipoles of the recent E429 solution of the SAID partial-wave analysis [46] for η photoproduction as the model for the smooth part of the observables. In general, the SAID solution provides good description of the data. However in the narrow photon-energy interval E γ = 1.015 − 1.095 it considerably deviates from the new data ( To model this deviation, we add a narrow resonance (either S 11 , or P 11 , or P 13 , or D 13 ) in the Breit-Wigner form (see e.g. [42] ) to the SAID multipoles. The contribution of this resonance is parametrized by the mass, width, photocouplings (multiplied by square of ηN branching), and the phase. These parameters are varied, in order to achieve the best reproduction of experimental data, whereas the SAID multipoles are kept fixed. We consider the SAID multipoles as a good approximation for the nonresonant and/or wide resonances contributions. The narrow S 11 , P 11 , P 13 , and D 13 resonances are tried one by one. The difference between calculated and experimental values of the asymmetry Σ in the region of the peak/dip structure (6 points in the energy interval E γ = 1.015 − 1.095 in the angular bins of 43, 65, 85, and 103 • ) is used as a criterion for the minimization. The curves corresponding to the SAID multipoles only are smooth and do not exhibit any structure (Fig. 5) . The inclusion of either P 11 or P 13 or D 13 resonances improves the agreement between the data and the calculations and allows to reproduce the peak/dip structure. The corresponding values of χ 2 is changed from χ 2 /dof = 74/24 for the original SAID multipoles to χ 2 /dof = 56/22 for the SAID and P 11 , χ 2 /dof = 25/20 for the SAID and P 13 , and χ 2 /dof = 39/20 for the SAID and D 13 resonances.
The mass of the included resonance is strongly constrained by the data points. Its values belong to the range of M R = 1.685 − 1.690 GeV. The best fit is obtained with the mass M R = 1.688 GeV. However, the extracted mass value includes the uncertainty of ±5 MeV which originates from the quality of the calibration of the GRAAL tagging system, and the uncertainy of about ±4 MeV due to the energy binning. Also it may depend on the basic multipoles used in the fit (in our case SAID multipoles). That is why at present we quote only the approximate mass value M ∼ 1.685 GeV. The best fit is obtained with the width of Γ ∼ 8 MeV for P 13 and D 13 , and Γ ∼ 19 MeV for P 11 . However, the reasonable reproduction of the data is achieved up to Γ ≤ 25 MeV.
The S 11 resonance generates a dip at 43 • in the entire range of variation of its photocoupling and phase. Its inclusion does not lead to the improvement of the χ 2 . This indicates that the observed structure most probably can not be attributed to S 11 .
The curves shown in Fig. 5 , corresponds to
for the P 11 resonance.
for the P 13 quantum numbers of the resonance. Eventually we obtain
for the D 13 resonance. The obtained value of Br ηN A p 1/2 for the narrow P 11 resonance is in good agreement with estimates for the non-strange pentaquark from the antidecouplet performed in Chiral Quark-Soliton Model [23, 49] . Comparing the value with the analogous quantity for the neutron extracted in the phenomenological analysis of the GRAAL and CBELSA/TAPS data [50, 39] , we obtain the ratio A n 1/2 /A p 1/2 ∼ 10 − 20. This ratio is close to that expected for the non-strange pentaquark in the Chiral Quark-Soliton model [23, 49] . Such large ratio of photoproduction amplitudes indicates the strong suppression of photoexcitation of this resonance off the proton.
The calculated differential cross section is shown in Fig. 6 together with the data from Ref. [48] . The included narrow P 13 and D 13 resonances generate only minor 10-MeV wide structures. The P 11 generate a 20-MeV dσ/dΩ,µb/str E γ , GeV Fig. 6 . Differential cross section for η photoproduction off the free proton. Black circles are the data from Ref. [48] . The legend for curves is the same as in Fig. 5. wide small bump. In our opinion, the quality of the data from Ref. [48] is not enough to reveal such fine peculiarities. The cross-section data shown in Fig. 6 are smeared due the resolution of the GRAAL tagging system (σ(E γ ) = 16 MeV(FWHM)), and by the 16-MeV wide binning. Furthermore, this data is the compilation from many experimental runs collected at the GRAAL@ESRF facility during 1998 -2003. The determination of the photon energy in each runs includes a systematic shift up to ±8 MeV which originates from the adjustment and calibration of the GRAAL tagging system, and from different operating conditions of the ESRF. Neither of effort was done in Ref. [48] to reduce this uncertainty. These factors altogether smooth the data and may hide small peculiarities in the experimental cross section.
New high-resolution data would be crucial to confirm/close the existence of this resonance. Recently the CLAS collaboration reported a relatively narrow structure at W ∼ 1.7 GeV in η electroproduction off the proton [52] . This structure was tentatively explained as a signal of the P 11 (1710) (or P 13 (1720)) resonance. To reproduce the data, the width of P 11 (1710) was set to Γ = 100 MeV. It would be interesting to fit together new η photoand electroproduction data in the region W = 1.62 − 1.72 GeV.
Summary and discussion
In summary we report the evidence for a narrow structure in the Σ beamasymmetry data for η photoproduction off the free proton. This structure is described by the contribution of a narrow resonance with the mass M ∼ 1.685 GeV and the width Γ ≤ 25 MeV. Candidates are either the P 11 or P 13 or D 13 resonances. The mass and width of the suggested nucleon resonance are consistent with the parameters of the peak observed in quasi-free crosssection η photoproduction off the neutron [13, 14, 15] .
The explanation of the bump in the quasi-free neutron cross sections by the interference effects of known resonances [40, 41] predicts no any narrow structure in the proton channel. Our new Σ beam asymmetry data for η photoproduction off the free proton does not support this asumption.
If to follow the Occam's razor principle the most simple and concise explanation of the observations of Refs. [13, 14, 15] and results of the present paper (see also [51] ) is the existence of a narrow nucleon resonance N * (1685) with much stronger photocoupling to the neutron than to the proton. Being a candidate for the non-strange member of the exotic anti-decouplet, such resonance supports the existence of the exotic Θ + pentaquark. Presently the majority of the community jumped to the conclusion that Θ + does not exist (see e.g. Ref. [53] ). The evidences for a new narrow nucleon resonancegood candidate for the non-strange pentaquark-presented here, encourages the further search for the Θ + baryon. A new approach for this search is suggested in Ref. [54] . On the other hand, the exact determination of the quantum numbers of the reported N * (1685) state is crucial for the decisive conclusion about its nature. New dedicated high-resolution experiments are certainly needed for that. 
